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1'ensions and Contradictions in 
Contemporary International Relations 

After the Second World War radical changes took 
place in international relations because the ·balance of po~ 
litical. and social forces in the world had altered. The 
world today is something quite different from what it 
was yesterday. The scope of imperialist activity has been 
greatly reduced, while socialist and peace~loving demo~ 
CI'atic forces grow ever stronger._ The colonial system has 
fallen apart in vast .territories. A large number of nations 
has been liberated. Whole continents, which for centuries 
were under the domination of imperialist states and which 
until recently were objects of exploitation, have become 
active factors in contemporary international relations. 
Fascism, the most reactionary force of the modern world, 
has suffered utter defeat. Taught . by the great experience 
of. two world conflagrations, mankind more resolutely than 
ever resists tendencies and forces driving it to the . brink 
of a new war catastrophe. 

The most reactionary circles of capitalism and impe~ 
rialism. have not yet renounced plans. for an aggressive 
crusade against Communism and the socialist countries. 
The antagonism between the capitalist and the socialist 
systems still is the decisive antagonism in contemporary 
international life. 

Imperialist struggle for hegemony continues to pre~ 
sent . a grave danger in the present~day world. Unequal . 
relations among states and peoples persist and the un~ 
~ven ·economic development of the various parts of the 
Viorld is more and more pronounced. This gives rise to 
t)olitical inequality, too. The old colonial system of world 
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economy is disintegrating, the forms of colonialism are 
changing, but the division into industrially developed co
lonial countries and economically underdeveloped coun
tries, producers of raw materials, still remains. Nor has 
the urge diminished of a few "leading" capitalist coun
tries to expand economically and augment their wealth 
by the methods of economic and political domination and 
by subordination of vast areas of the world. 

New forms, those of "neo-colonialism," are cropping 
up on the ruins of the-' old "classiC" colonialism. The eco
nomic backwardness', poverty and difficulties ·of-. various 
countries, especially of those which have only just thrown 
off the colonial yoke and are grapplinO" with most serious 
internaL .:problems, .are all taken ·adva;tage of for a reim
position of economic .and political dependence in a new 
form. Anew form is being created by tying the countries 
receiving aid. to those giving it. This is the foundation on 
which the. hegemony of · the great ·capitalist countries .is 
now maintained in the . world.· The .struggle for this su:.: 
premacy conforms to .present international conditions and 
is often cloaked in slogans of humanitarianism, of· care for 
backward regions; of. unselfish assistance, and so on~ Yet, 
the . struggle against the· new forms of colonialism . domi
nation . and · hegemony is no · less inevita.ble than· ~as the 
struggle against the· old "classic'' colonialism. : 

. The Second World War left many issues unsettled, 
with" their '· solutions- constantly postponed. The peoples of 
Germany; Korea and Vietnam live divided into ·states with 
different sociaL s:rstE:mts, split by · artificial frontiers and
constituting latent hotbeds of open conflict. In addition, 
postwar::;.development has produced other controversial 
i.nternatio,naLissues which are only aggravated each time 
aa attempt is made to solve them- by power policies in• 
stead. of in- accordance with the desires of the peoples 
con:cerned for freedom ·and independence and for securing 
peace in the world. , _. · 

·>The negative consequences of . power. policies- for the 
general ,~ development of.~"the :world were felt immediately, 
upon the end ofthe Second World War~ They have gone 
on :accumulating .until the present day, causing a . deterio-. 
ration :of:,international relatiqns. Such a policy fosters dis
trust( encourages various warmongers, speeds armament, 
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and causes the making of variow> military and exc~usive 
economic pacts, establishment , ~f ~ilitary bases, stat~b.ning 
of alien -troops in foreign terntones, growth ~f. rn1htary 
budgets, and the loading of a huge burden of m1htary and 
other unproductive expenditures upon the shoulders of 
the working people. Responsibility for this, today and in 
future, lies not only with individual political circl~s or the 
individual originators of such a policy but, . to a st~ll great
er degree, with the living statesmen who . h~ve .gone f~r 
along this perilous road and insist on contmlll~g. therr 
journey, despite the .demands of the . great maJ?nty ?f 
mankind which wants equal ·co-operatwn and fnendshlp 
of all peoples and general human progress in peace and. 
security. 

The effect of aU these antagonisms is the creation 
of military and political blocs and a renewed ge?era~· ~r!flS 
race. These by themselves deepen the _econormc ?IVl~lOU. 
of the world. Normal and indispensable e.cononuc lmks 
are not being established; various areas are. resorting ·t() 
autarchic isolationism, and attempts are bemg made to 
subordinate economic development to transient political 
considerations. As a resul~; free exchange of g9ods is suf
fering an extraordinary restriction. Thi? se:rio~sly im.pedes 
the development of productive forces m vanous . parts of 
the world. and consequently obstructs . the econo~1c .d~v_el-: 
opment of the entire world, Such an .ecorwmlf.:! d1v~swn 
of the world still more sharpens the political antagomsms 
in international relations. . 

. .· Tendencies to .divide . the world into blocs hinder the . 
reaiization of eoexistence and run counter to the full inde"'. 
pendence and sovereignty of nations ' an~ states. . · . 

Division into blocs hampers . any w1der .cultural and 
other co-:opera;tion among peoples. This, in turn, contrh 
butes to mutual distrust and intolerance; 
. .. As long as power politics . dominate internatio.nal re"" 

lations; -bloc · alignments will be the result, reflectu~g t~e 
tendencies of aggression or defense. Thus a mechamsm ts 
constructed handicapping the free and independent deveh 
opment of. ·vadous countries. · ·The existence of . bl~: 
creates conditions :· enabling the · reactionary forces . m : m-:
.dividual countries to suppress i!lternal progJ;"ess. under the 
pretext of external danger. · · ·_,, . · '· ... 
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.. Under such circumstances one cannot speak of a stable 
international situation. :The -irtStability· of, postwar develop
ment is best reflected in oscillations between . tension and 
relaxation in international -relations. 

The Historic Meaning of the Struggle 
for National' Independence 

The struggle for the strengthening of the equality of . 
nations is nowadays an important faetor in the struggle 
for peace and social progress. This struggle is not incom
patible with the broadest international co-operation. On 
the contrary, it is a condition of the growing .rapproche
ment among peoples; of their. further democratic develop
ment and a progressive integration of all countries of the 
world ·in the economic, political and cultural fields. Suc
cessful co'-operation and the highest degree of understand.,. 
ing can· be achieved only among independent and equal 
nations. 

Of course; the Yugoslav Communist~ know that today1 
with mankind :tending toward ever greater integration and 
Closer co-operation, there can be no absolute independence 
for any nation. On the contrary, the trend toward closer 
co-operation among peoples and toward the -unification of 
the · world leads to their. growing interdependence. 

This interdependence will materialize gradually as a 
result of common interests and not as a result of. the im
posed will or ·interest of any one people or class. Therefore 
the Yugoslav Communists understand · political and . ·eco-' 
nomical independence to mean such a status of peoples or 
states and such relations among them as will make it pos-, 
sible for them to accept, on the basis of their own free 
will and equal rights, international obligationswhich cor
respond both to their own interest and • to the interest ' of 
other nations. In addition, to. the Leagues of Communists 
of Yugoslavia independence means ·such .relations among 
peoples as will make it impossible for any nation or state 
to impose its interest or will on . other nations. .. · · 

Accordingly, · the struggle for the political. and eco~ 
nomic independence of nations under present conditions 
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does not mean withdrawal behind national frontiers but 
association, rapprochement and, finally, union of fully 
equal nations in a single world community. All this is the 
result of the awareness of one's own interests and of the 
sober reflection of every individual, . whatever his lan
guage or specific culture. 

In fighting for the independence of our country, the 
League of Communists of Yugoslavia does not think of 
independence as seclusion or isolation. 

The conflict which broke out in 1948 because of the 
resistance of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia to Sta
lin's policies did not express any desire on the part of the 
Yugoslav Communists to isolate themselves. It represented 
their resistance to improper hegemonist policies and prac
tices which, once established, would have done enormous 
damage to the development of socialism. The resolutions 
of the Information Bureau of the Communist Parties at
tempted to legalize inequality among oocialist countries. 
They were a negation of the independence of peoples an.d 
their freedom in developing socialist relations as a basis 
for rapprochement among peoples on their path to so
cialism. 

All that happened in 1948 was a gross violation of 
socialist and democratic principles which ought to be 
observed in relations between two socialist countries. The 
lessons of the past years have shown that the development 
of relations arriong socialist countries should serve as an 
example and point · to the need of creating better, more 
lasting and more comprehensive relations among nations. 
These relations must be based on the principles of inde
pendence, full equality and respect for the individuality 
of each separate country. · 

_Resistance to improper practices in relations among 
socialist countries - resistance which in various way has 
taken place more than once ·- has revealed the progres
sive aspirations of the peoples of the socialist co~~tries: ~o 
build socialism in accordance with their speCific condi
tions, having in mind the interests of socialism as a whole. 
To label this policy "national communism" ca~ only be 
the result of dogmatic or great-power .concept10ns or of 
bourgeois ideological influence and intngue. 
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The League of Communists of Yugoslavia believes 
that relations amorig socialist countries must be cleansed 
of the negative traits which capitalism .has introduced into 
the relations between the big and the small, the strong 
and • the weak;· the adVanced and-the backward, the white 
and the coloured, the culturally developed · and the cul'" 
turally underdeveloped countries and pe·oples. 

The· Problems of the 
Struggle /qr· Peace 

. '·· 

· Contemporary developments show that the catastro
phe of a new world· war can be avoided:. This · is' pb'ssible 
because of the changed balance of social · and political 
forces in the world and because hundreds of :millions of 
working people have awakened . and 'become politically ac-· 
tive. All over · the world they are consciously and actively 
coming out against the cataclysm a new world · war would 
mean: The forces · of socialism have ·growri tremendously·: 
They are a factor of peace and can exert decisive in-· 
fluence on the course and forms of ·further social' ·devel
opment. Many peoples -have been liberated and m;:tiiy riew 
states created, all of them wanting peace arid represent
ing a positive force in the present international relations. 
The conviction has also grown that peaceful coexistence 
of countries with· different systems is bothirievitable ·and 
necessary. " - - . ' ' 

.· Concrete possibilities exist for the United· Nations to 
obtain· a: greater role and authority in settling intetil'ation:.:: 
al disputes and safeguarding ··peace. This organization; 
despite its -present weaknesses caused by the existing in
ternational antagonisms, could become an active factor -in 
a democratic · mechanism whose function would be not 
only to prevent war but also to encouiage arid pro·mote 
universal co-operation and rapprochement a:m:ong peoples; 
that is, an everwidening integration of the entire human 
community, - · - · 
. ·. The effect. -of all these factors during the. last few 
years has been a growing conviCtion that a new world 
war is no longer inevitable. This conclusion does not 
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refute the Marxist thesis that imperialism gives birth to 
crises and wars. It rather points out that the power and 
the role of imperialist factors have weakened, especially 
in comparison with the growth of socialist and anti-im
perialist forces, 
_ - Today the true threat to world ·peace lies in the con
tinuing arms race among countries already armed to an 
extraordinarily high degree. This threat is greater today 
than it has been at any time in the past because the high
est achievements of science and technology - above . all, 
of nuclear energy '-:- have been put in the service of 
manufacture of weapons intend.ed for mass annihilation 
of h-umans and universal material destruction. -

. The policy ,of a balance of power thr~ugh armaments, 
that is, of changing the balance of power by means of the 
arms ·race, riot only renders a genuine balance impossible 
- meaning a balance in the sense of a positive stabiliza
tion of international relations - but, unless discontinued, 
leads humanity into a new war. 
. Men who today manage the greatest economic poten

tial, statesmen who decide on the further -use of nuclear 
energy, face a responsibility no one in the past has faced. 
Today more than ever it is the duty of the peoples, in 
the interests of their own fate and the fate of future gen
erations, not to permit anyone to play with weapons which 
can cause the greatest catastrophe of mankind. Therefore, 
mankind's only way out of the present antagonisms is 
prohibit!on of the use and suspension of the manufacture 
of nuclear arms; disarmament; and the preservation and 
strengthening of peace. · 

. The League of Communists of Yugoslavia believes 
that today more than ever a resolute struggle -for the 
protection of peace and for general disarmament is neces
sary. In th~s field joint co-operation is possible of all par
ties and organizations of the labour movement,• of all pro-:
gressive men, of the broadest segments of the population, 
and of the members of different classes and religions. 
· Peace in . contemporary conditions primarily . means 
peaceful coexistence _ of peoples and states with different 
social systems: This coexistence must not be passive. en-. 
trenched in bloc positions. It must be a,ctive; aiming at a 
constant widening of . co-operation among peoples. 
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Active coexistence must, above all, mean creation · of 
conditions necessary for a gradual resolution of contro
versial international issues: for disarmament; for release 
of enormous resources spent on armaments to raise, 
instead the economic and cultural standards of the world; 
for aid to underdeveloped countries; for constructive 
peaceful competition in economy, culture, science and 
other fields among countries with different social sys
tems; and for developing the productive forces of society 
to a still higher degree through the utilization of all the 
latest achievements of science and technology. 

In accordance with all this, the League of Commu-: 
nists of Yugoslavia believes that an all-out effort is needed 
to overcome the existing division into blocs which renders 
co-operation among peoples difficult in every field of 
social life. 

The realism of the policy of peace aiming at the 
elimination of the division of the world into blocs is based 
on the knowledge that differences in social and economic 
systems need not necessarily result in the formation of 
blocs, despite the fact that forces interested in su$:!h a 
division do exist in the world today. A large part of the 
world's population and territory stands outside the bloc 
alignments. Socialist Yugoslavia sees · in the independent, 
non-bloc policies of these countries a contribution to the 
broadest international co-operation and to the consolida
tion of peace in the world. Although the policies of the 
uncommitted countries are not identical, although there 
are differences in their relations with the power blocs, 
they are all interested in finding a way out of the present 
situation by a comprehensive development of co-operation 
among all countries · regardless of their social systems. 

The social-economic and political meaning and roles 
of the existing blocs are different. The League · of Corrt.;; 
munists of Yugoslavia believes that the Warsaw Pact' and 
similar measures of the socialist countries are a l}atural 
defense reaction to the creation of the Atlantic Pact and 
especially to the arming of Germany and the creatiori 
of military bloc organizations in Western Europe. Besides; 
in the last few years the Socialist countries have macie a 
number . of steps and proposals toward relaxation of inter.:. 
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national tensions and thus toward elimination of bloc 
barriers among nations. However, an effort in this direc
tion is needed on the part of all peoples and all political 
factors . having the interests of peace at heart. The League 
of Communists · of Yugoslavia will strive to have socialist 
Yugoslavia, which stands outside the military and political 
blocs, continue her contribution toward this end. 

Active Coexistence 

The policy of active coexistence should rest on re
spect of independence, sovereignty, equality, territori.al in
tegrity and non-interference in the internal affairs of 
other countries. Active coexistence can be established only 
in relations among . individual states and peoples and not 
in relations between blocs of countries. There can be no 
coexistence between blocs. This would not be coexistence 
but a temporary truce concealing the danger of new 
conflicts. 

The policy of active coexistence is both the expression 
and the need of the powerful development of productive 
forces. This development has brought about a factual 
interconnection of the whole world and a close inter
dependence of the economies of various countries. And it 
has made war senseless as a means of solving whatever 
problems and antagonisms exist among countries, in ·view 
of the inevitable catastrophe for mankind through the 
use of nuclear weapons. 

· This policy expresses the objective need of the co~
temporary world for the broadest, all-embracing econom1c, 
cultural scientific and other co-operation. The policy of 
active c~existence is the only realistic peace alternative to 
war. It answers the modern needs of the world economy 
as a whole, because stabilization and further development 
of the world economy cannot be imagined without an 
equal and ever wider, normal and free economic co-opera-
tion in the general economic progress of the world. . 

One of the goals of socialism must be the econom1c 
unity ·of the world. This unity must surpass the capitalist-
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imperialist forms ·.of the international division of labour: 
It -must be based on an intensive economic development of 
all the countries of the world, resting on· relations of new 
substance and of much more intensity among all the na
tional economies than has · been the case with capitalism: 

So conceived, the policy of active coexistence serves 
to remove the danger of war · through international co
operation and consolidation of peace and, at the same 
time, creates conditions for the quickest possible advance 
of socialism. The policy of active co~xistence inevitably 
leads in every capitalist country to , the checking .· and 
weakening of the forces which act as brakes on progress 
and which, at the same time, harbour the potential danger 
of provoking a new world war. This policy broadens the 
basis o_f the str~ggle against imperia1ism and colonialism; 
reduces the possibilities of hegemonist policies; breaks up 
t,he -. foundation of bureaucratism, and facilitates a more. 
rapid and less painful development of socialist countries. 
Consequently, far from perpetuating the eXisting social 
forms, _ this policy helps hasten their change~ · . . 

The interests of both the consolidation of. peace and 
development of socialism require a common struggle of 
the , socialist forces with all the forces of peace for the 
victory of the policy of peace and active coexistence. 
Particularly needed today are efforts on the part of . aU 
forces of peace _and of all countries and responsible states
men to promote co-operation between East and West.. A 
significant role in this respect falls _to the countries which 
do not belong to either bloc and for that very reason can 
contribute a great deal to removal of the intransigence of 
the blocs. The League of Communists of Yugoslavia will 
also in the future consistently maintain its stimd ·that 
the foreign policy of the Federal People's Republic of 
Yugoslavia should serve precisely the~e ends. - ... - !. 
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International Economic Co-operation 
arid Proble'f!l~- of- Integration 

Contemporary technique~r of production and the de
velopment of ·productive forces require a growing con
nection of . national economies with the .wotld economy~ 
The general progress of individual countries depends on 
free international rapprochement and co,;.operation in econ.::. 
omy, technology ·and science. · Shutting oneself off behind 
national frontiers, autarchy arid ·discrimination arising 
from ideological or political motives are contrary to the 
needs of the economic development of the world and 
harmful to· individual countries and the world as· a whole. 

For these reru;ons, general and regional economic 
groupings; insofar as .they are founded · on objective 
economic ·needs and have resulted from · fair and equal 
economic cooperation; are capable of contributing, imme
diately or in the long run, to the process of integration of 
the world · eeonomy- and to the · mutual assistance of · the 
nations in the co-ordinated and planned developmept of 
their productive forces. In ·· such cases; regional groupings 
may become the first steps on the road to a broader eco
nomic unity of the world. 

However, some regional groupings of today bear 
many negative marks :9f -the . sharp division into ·blocs and 
of the policies of imperialism and hegemony on ~he part 
of the strongest capitalist countries. Frequently, they are 
turned into instruments of the division of the world, of 
the -support and maintenance of blocs, even of sub-jecting 
ind,ividual countries to the status of semi-dependence, 
Progressive, efforts _ in the development of , general and 
regional _economic ·associations therefore must go . hand in 
hand with. the struggle . against negatJve phenomena of 
this kind. · . 

International economic co-operation and integration 
can b.e successfully developed bnly as a free and voluntary 
linking-_ of the ·economies: of ·· individual countries in :ac
cordance . with their common economic interests and with 
the principle of democratic equality. This is the way . to 
obtaip a faster growth · of produGt;ive forces in the world, 
to · introduce· some ·short-term ·planning into -international 
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economic co-operation-, to facilitate mitigation of present
day international antagonisms, to create conditions for aid 
and assistance to underdeveloped countries in the interest 
of all, includ~ng the .whele of the world's economy, and 
to ~ake possible active coexistence and free progress of 
nations. Development of economic co-operation on this 
basis, without discrimination, without restrictions imposed 
by blocs and without political conditions serving the nar
row interests of various countries, is a component part of 
the socialist way of developing the world's economy. 

Considering the existing situation and the various 
?egative traits of the existing regional groupings, social
Ist ~u~oslavia has not joined any of them. However, ap
pre.ciatmg ~he prospective significance of the development 
of mternational co-operation and the positive . role of the 
no':'el ele~ents ~lr~dy contained in the present forms 
of mtegration despite their shortcomings, considering l:llso 
her own economic and political interests and the interests 
?f the economic development and peace of Europe, Social
Ist Yugoslavia is developing co-operation with the various 
European regional economic organizations in forms · com
patible with relations of equality and from the point of 
view of mutual interests. 

Development of Underdeveloped 
and Developing Countries 

After the Second World War, a number Of new inde
pe~dent stat~s ~ere born. These are beginning to ·develop 
~heir :conomies m the times of highly developed capital~ 
~sm "':'Ith strongly marked tendencies toward state capital
IS~, m the period of disintegration of capitalism as a 
so~Ial system and of rise of socialist society. In order to 
build the economic props of their young political inde
penden<;e, they have to adopt an accelerated tempo of 
economic development. In so doing, they are compelled 
to ~esort more and more resolutely to state ci>ntrols in 
their economic life. 

Today the majority of humanity lives in economically 
underdeveloped countries. These countries abound in vast 
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natural resources and possibilities of development. The 
economic development of these countries .is the ~a.sis of 
their political independence and the matenal c?nditlon of 
their genuine equality in international ~nomic and po
litical relations. This is one of the foundations of . the sta-
bility and progress of the world economy. _ 

Consequently, international aid and assistance to u~
derdeveloped countries in the develop~ent of therr 
economies is also in the interest of the entire wor~d econ-:
omy. International aid and assistance .c~n contnbu~. to 
progress only if given without any m~Itary ?r political 
conditions and on the basis of democratic rela?ons am~ng 
countries. This precise~y is the great progressive meanmg 
of international economic aid and assistance through col
lective international action which respects the indepen
dence and sovereign rights of the peoples concerned. s.uch 
aid and assistance would ihtroduce a fresh element mto 
the present-day international economic relations. It would 
also, under the prevailing conditions, present one of the 
strongest antitheses to imperialism,. hegemon~ an? war. 

Socialist forces are interested m the Widenmg and 
strengthening ·of such international action. . . 

. Socialist Yugoslavia staunchly advocates. mternati?nal 
action in assisting underdeveloped countnes, especially 
within the framework of the United Nations. However, 
socialist Yugoslavia resolutely oppo~es all attempts t~ use 
international economic aid and assistance for: the achieve
ment of political or military ends. The principl~ of t~e 
Yugoslav foreign policy is international economic assis-
tance without political conditions. . . . 

While preferring collective .i~tern~t10nal a~tion, social
ist Yugoslaviq also takes a positive view of bila.teral p~
grams of economic aid, pr~v~ded they ~o not JeopardiZe 
the sovereignty .of the recipient countnes and have no 
political conditions attached. 
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7asks of the Foreign Policy of 
Socialis~ Yugoslavia 

~ 

·T~e _forei~n policy of socialiSt Yugoslavia· is founded 
on socialist prmciples ·and on the historic expetienc'es of 
the Yugoslav J?eoples and their firm resolve ·to safeguard 
at all cost their. mdep~ndence ~n~ sovereignty. The .pur
pose of the foreign pohcy of socialist Yugoslavia therefore 
IS to pres~rv~ that -mdependence, to serve the interest of 
a _free socrahst development of the country, and to con· 
tnbute to ~ll~aro~nd · co-operation among nations. 
. In f~lfllhng Its tasks, the foreign policy ·of socialist 
~ugoslavia obs~rves . the principles of .consistency, open 
dtplomacy and mdependence of attitude . . -. . . 

: The -~ndepend~nce of- :u~~sl~via's foreign ·policy is 
th.e opposite · of eg01s_m, nationalistic exclusiveness, narrow
mmdedness and national seclu.sion. · Yugoslavia is a · mem
ber of the European and world communities. As · a socialist 
cou_nt:y, she is a member of the socialist world ..._·.of .the 
socialist and ptogr~ssive for<:es of modern humanity. 

. In har:no.ny With the general principles of her foreign 
policy, ~OCialist Yugoslavia continues to exert efforts in 
d~velopmg co-operation and good-neighbour Felations 
With all_ "~eigh~ouring countries regardless of the social 
a~d pohtical_ ~Ifferences. with them and their relations 
y.'ith the existmg , blocs. This . policy corresponds to the 
m:erests of the peoples in this part of the. world and con-
tnbutes to y;orld .security and peace. . 

~11 ne~ghbouri?g countries, and Yugoslavia herself, 
c~m~am .vanous national· minorities. To multi-national so
Cl~hst Yugoslavia, born in the fire of the National Liber,..,. 
ati'On War and Socialist Revolution, all oppression: of on~ 
p,~op~e by another is alien. All peoples and national minor:.. 
Ihe~ m Yugoslavia enjoy, as they: should, equal rights and 
duhe_s. Yugosl~v and other national minorities in neigh
bourmg countnes can become one of the richest sources of 
mutual friendship and inter-state cooperation - if they 
are p_roperly treated and guaranteed democratic rights 
enablmg them to c:eate institutions through which they 
can secure free national, ~~ltural and economic develop
ment as free and equal Citizens of these countries. Also 
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alien to the League of Communists of Y~goslavia is the 
very thought of a forcible ?hange of frontiers as a means 
of settling minority questions. The L~agu~ stands for 
equal democratic, cultural and economic nghts . of . t?e 
minorities in its own land - and of Yugoslav mmontles 
in other countries:- . . . 

In its foreign policy, by advocatmg active C<?existen~e 
and removal of the rift caused by blocs, our country Will 
continue to develop all possible activitie~ thro~gh the 
United Nations and to struggle for its umversahty, thus 
contributing to the accomplishment of the . purpose for 
which this organization was founde::l. With_out u~der
estimating the negative effects of the 1nternaboz;tal sitU~
tion on this organization or its frequently one-sided atti
tudes resulting from this situation, the League of ~om
munists of Yugoslavia believes that, throug~ . persi~te?t 
efforts on the part of the democratic and anti-Impenahst 
forces of peace, this organization could becom~, .more than 
it has been, the common instrument of the stnvmgs of the 
peoples for peace and for their rapprochement, co-opera-
tion and peaceful mutual assistance and aid. . . 

The League of Communists of Yugoslav_Ia WI~ con-
tinue to pursue this foreign policy. Co-:operatmg With ~he 
parties and organizations of the w?rkmg . class . and Wlth 
democratic, anti-imperialist and nat10nal-liberat10n mo~e
ments the League will also make every effort to contnb
ute to' the endeavour and desire of all the peoples of the 
earth to avoid war and render it impossible so that the 
era_pf peaceful creative wo·rk may begi?· _The fate of our 
own peoples, the future of our OW~ SOCialis_t development, 
have never been so intimately lmked WI~h . the fate of 
other peoples, with the success of the socialist develop
ment in other countries, as they are today. 
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